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Video: Electromagnetic Properties of the Vaccine:
The Magnet Challenge. We Want Answers
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***

We want answers! 100s of people prove the magnet challenge in this compilation.

This collection of videos is a glimpse of the 1000s worldwide discovering they have been
magnetic and we demand answers.

Is there a substance in the vaccine vial which triggers this phenomenon?

The Spanish scientific research team Quinta Columna has revealed that there are graphene
oxide particles inside the Pfizer vaccine vial.  For further details click here. 

 

The hashtag #magnetchallenge has been restricted

Use: #wewantanswers #magnetgate

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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